CERAMICS
Rhenish bleuque incised - 1
Delftware, blue & white - 2 (1 a rim)
Coarseware, Colonio Indian? - 1

English clay pipe stems stems w/bowls
5/8"  3
6 1/4"  1
6 3/8"  1
7/8"    1
bowl frags. - 10

NAILS
Wrought - 7

BONE
fragments - 34++
teeth - 3

MISC
oyster shell - 6
brick frag. (bit)
clams
charcoal
3 scales (turtle)
CERAMICS

Deirftware, blue/white - 1
  " plain/white foot - 1
North Devon gravel temper ware - 1
Buckley coarse earthenware - 1

English clay pipe stems/stems w/bowls
  5/64" - 2
  both stems w/ RICH TYLIE mark
  bowl frags. - 1
  " stem fragment - 1

GLASS

Case bottle frags. - 1

NAILS

Wrought - 2+ 

METAL

Iron, frag. unidentified - 1

BONE

fragments - 4
  Seals (?turtle?)
  egg shell - 2 frags.

MISC

Charcoal
  Oyster shell ft. 5
CERAMICS
English clay pipe stems stems w/ bowls
\frac{1}{4}" 1
Bowl frag. - 1

NAILS
Wrought - 2

BONE
Scales - 3
Turtle

MISC
Oyster shell - 2
CERAMICS

- Rhenish blue/gray stoneware - 13
- White salt glaze stoneware, dipped rim - 2
- Mottled brown stoneware - 6, slipped - 2
- Thin w/ white interiors - 4
- Nottingham brown stoneware - 4
- Burslem brown stoneware - 7
- Delware, scalloped disk, blue-light purple - 7
  - polychrome, blue/red - 1
  - white - 7
  - blue/white - 5
  - unglazed - 37
- Slipware, yellow - 6
  - yellow combed - 6
  - yellow trailed - 1
  - yellow dotted - 1
- Dark slip - 2 (one a base frag.)

NOS. North Devon sgraffito slipware - 4
North Devon gravel tempered ware - 5
Buckley coarse earthenware - 6

Sgraffito ware, orange gritty body, white slip, green glaze - 1
Coarse earthenware, light gravel tempered w/red oxide, no glaze - 1
Coarse earthenware, gray core, burnished, no glaze - 1
  - orange/gray body, no glaze - 1
  - bright orange body - 1
  - light gravel temper, red ochre, no glaze - 1

English clay pipe stems - 74, bowls/bowls - 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem frags.</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bowl frags.</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bowl frags w/ rouletting - 8
Bowl frags w/ partial marks - 1
Bowl frags w/ makers marks - 1

Local pipe stem frag. 9/64" - 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stem frags.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowl frags.</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowls</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stems/bowls</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stem frags.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowl frags.</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowls</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stems/bowls</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GLASS
Wine bottle frags. - 48
rim frag @ 1680-1700 - 1
kick frag @ 1680-1700 - 1
Drinking glass, folded foot - 2
knap  - 1
frag  - 9
Lead glass, clear, thin w/ raised attached decoration - 1
pane  - 3
Pharmaceutical - 2
Opaque white (Bristol)  - 1
NAILS
wrought  - 178
METAL
IRON - looped at both ends - latch  - 1
" unknowns  - 7
BRASS - thimble
" fragment, buckle (?)  - 1
LEAD - x-rap  - 1
BONE
fragments  - 470
fragments, burnt  - 55
teeth  - 60
MISC
Flint  - 5 (gray)
Quartz  - 1
Red/brown cryptocrystalline rock  - 1
Shark's teeth frags  - 2
Walnut (peach)  - 1
Brick bits / chunks  - 1
Oyster shell  - 1
ST 260 PZ  X mends

- WANFRIED
- same vessel (1) - ST 289 E (1), ST 289 F (1), ST 289 H (1)
  - same vessel ST 290 PZ (1)
CERAMICS
   North Devon gravel temper - 1
   8 Midlands black - 1 (Buckley?)

   English clay pipe stems 5/64" - 2
   "     "    6/64" - 1
   bow frag. - 2

   Local pipe stem 10/64" - 1

GLASS
   Wine bottle frag. - 1

NAILS
   wrought - 4

BONE
   fragments
   acetabulum

MISC
   oyster shell - 1
CERAMICS

English clay pipe stem 3/4" - 1
ST 260B (wattle fence ditch) 12 April

CERAMICS
English clay pipe bowl frag. - 3
Local pipe bowl frag. - 1 Rouletted Wood decor

GLASS
Wine bottle frag. - 1

NAILS
Wrought - 3

BONE
Bone fragments
Shell frag.

MISC
Burnt soil / subsoil / clays
Oyster shell - 1
CERAMICS
- Rhenish blue/gray stoneware - 1
- White salt glaze stoneware - slipped - 3
- Motled brown stoneware - 6 (2 mono)
- Nottingham brown stoneware - 1
- Delftware, blue & white - 4
- Un glazed - 1
- Slipware, yellow - 1
- Dark slip - 2
- Dark slip base - 1
- North Devon gravel temper ware rim (storage jar) - 1

English clay pipe stems stems/bowls
- 5/8" - 19
- 6/8" - 13
- 7/8" - 2
- 8/8" - 3

- Stem frags - 5
- Bowl frags - 15
- Bowl frags w/ rosette - 2
- Bowl frags w/ makers marks WE - 1

GLASS
- Wine bottle frags - 40
- Pane - 21
- Drinking glass - fragments - 10

NAILS
- Wrought - 19

METAL
- Iron - 1
- Stirrup frag - 1
- Horse shoe - 1
- Knife frag - 1
- Frag unknown

BRASS - buckle frag - 1

LEAD - disc - seal frag - 1

BONE
- Fragments - 12
- Tine - 1

MISC
- Flint - 2
- Translucent cryptocrystalline - 1
- Oyster shell - 2
- Knuckle - 3
CERAMICS

English clay pipe stems

5/64" - 1
1/64" - 2

Bowl fragments - 3

NAILS

Wrought - 3

BONE

Fragments, tooth fragment

MISC

Quartz - 1
ST 2618 (post mold: Shed 5 manner house) 30 September '77 MC

CERAMICS
   English clay pipe stem frag. - 1

NAILS
   Wrought - 1

BONE
   Tiny fragments
ST 261C (post hole, Shed 5 manner house) 30 September 1971

GLASS
Wine bottle fragments - 2

NAILS
Wrought - 5

METAL
IRON, hinge?
LEAD, shot

MISC
Charcoal

BONE
Present - tiny fragments
ST 201 D (post mold: shed repair) 30 September, 3 October 77

METAL
  Lead / Pewter Chso (?) Quartered

BONE
  fragments
ST 261 E (post hole: par. shed repair) 30 September, 30 October 98

CERAMICS
  Slipware, yellow combed (cup) - 1
  English clay pipe bowl fragment - 1

NAILS
  Wrought - 1 fragment

METAL
  LEAD, shot
ST 261 F (Wattle fence stain)

NAILS
Wrought - 1

MISS
Oyster shell - 1 shell
Charcoal -
Burnt clay?
ST 261 Y (Galisade post stain) 19; 29 August 77 PR, SS

CERAMICS
ORGAN JONES Course earthenware, orange body w/ red ochre, orange glaze, rim - 3

NAILS
Wrought - 2

METAL
Lead, scrap (unidentified)

MSG
Charcoal
St 261Z (Palisade ditch)

CERAMICS
Indian pottery, cord marked - 1
Indian pottery (I) - 1

MISC
flint - 1
quartz - 1
CERAMICS
  Rhenish blue/gray stoneware - 5
  White salt glaze stoneware, clipped handle - 1
  Burstlem Brown stoneware, incised lines - 1
  Delftware, blue and white - 1
  Polychrome: blue, green, red - 1
  Slipware, dark slipware - 1
  North Devon gravel temper ware - 4 (2 mend)
  Buckley coarse earthenware - 1

  English clay pipe stems/stems/bowls
  5/64"  12  8
  7/64"  12  1
  9/64"  4  0
  8/64"  2  0

  Stem frags - 1
  Bowl frags - 9

  Local pipe stems - 8/64" - 1

GLASS
  Wine bottle frags - 29
  Kick frags - 1
  Pharmaceutical - 2
  Pane frags - 49
  Drinking glass frags - 11

NAILS
  Wrought - 19
  Wire - 2

METAL
  Iron, fragments of unknown - 5
  Brass, button

MISC
  Flint (trans. crypto-crystalline) - 1
  "? Whitened by heat? - 1
  Quartz - 1
  Oyster shell - 1
CERAMICS
- Burleigh brown stoneware, incised tankard rim frags. - 4 (3 med to 1)
- Delftware, scallop dish - 1
- North Devon sgraffito slipware - 2
- North Devon gravel temper - 2
- North Italian slipware - 1

Coarse earthenware, orange body w/ buff and red ochre no glaze rim frags.
- Coarse earthenware, blackened exterior, green glaze interior orange gritty body - 1
- Colono - Indian ware, rim - 1
- fragment - 1

English clay pipe stems stems w/ bowls
- 5/8" - 8 - 4 (one w/ whole bowl), one RIC TISH
- 7/8" - 8 - 2
- 3/4" - 3 - 0
- 3/4" - 9 - 1
- stem frags - 4
- bowl frags - 5
- bowls w/ makers marks RT - 2

GLASS
- Wine bottle C 1710 - 1 missing base, prob. basal bottle bases - 2, fragments - 9
- Wine glass, ribbed and tonged late 17th C - 1
- Wine glass fragments - 9
- Wine glass fragments now "amber" colored - 2
- Wine glass, purpled base, bowl 1700-1715 - 1
- Pharmaceutical light green - 1
- Pane glass - 7

NAILS
- Wrought - 51
METAL
  iron, unidentified - 1
  lead, bail seal - 1, R - 1
    " unidentified - 1
  iron, hinge L - 1
    " hinge - 1
    " lock plate - 1.
    " unidentified many fragments

BONE
  mammals, teeth

MISC
  quartz - 1
  chert? - 1
  burnt soil/subsoil
  charcoal
  red oblong bead
ST 262A (additional) pit-first layer 11-12 August 77

Bone
   teeth
   bone fragments

MISS
   very underfired brick fragment?
CERAMICS

English clay pipe stems stems & bowls
7/8" 2 1
8 1/4" 1 0
Stem fragment - 1

Glass

Wine bottle fragment - 1
Case bottle fragment - 1

Nails

Wrought - 6

Misc

Quarter hake? - 1
ST 262 C (pit)

15 August 77

CERAMICS
   Mothled brown stoneware, bottle fragment - 1
   English clay pipe, stem 5/04" - 1

GLASS
   Wine bottle fragment - 1

NAILS
   Wrought - 1
ST 262E (post mold, SE manner house)  
3 October 77

CERAMICS
   English clay pprn stem 5/64" - 1
   " bowl fragments - 2

GLASS
   Pane frag. - 1

NAILS
   Wrought - 7

MISC
   daub
ST 262 F (Post hole, SE manner house) 3 October 77

CERAMICS
- Brown stoneware bottle fragment - 1
- English clay pipe bowl frag. - 1

NAILS
- Wrought - 13

METAL
- Lead, shot - 1
- Unidentified - hollow - 1

BONE
- Fragments

MISC
- Flint/chert - 1
- Burnt nut hull
NAILS
         Wrought - 2

MISC
     Flint (honey colored) - 1
S1 262 J (post hole; door gable and porch) 4-5 October 77

CERAMICS
  English clay pipe stem 3/4" - 1

GLASS
  Pharmaceutical, green - 1

NAILS
  Wrought - 1
GLASS
Pharmaceutical, green - 1
ST 262 L (post hole, manor house) 5/6 October 77

CERAMICS
- English clay pipe bowl - 1
- stem - 1

GLASS
- Wine bottle frag (?) - 1
- Pharmaceutical, green - 1

NAILS
- wrought - 1
CERAMICS
- Rhenish blue-gray stoneware - 2
- w/manganese purple - 1
- White salt glaze stoneware, slipped - 1
- Mottled brown stoneware - 2
- Nottingham brown stoneware, rim - 1
- Delware, unglaazed - 3
- + old ear, bit white
- Slipware, yellow - 2
- yellow trailed - 2
- yellow dotted - 1
- dark slip - 2

North Devon sgraffito slipware - 3
Buckley coarse earthenware - 2
(Blipped), brown - 1

English clay pipe stems stem/bowl

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{size} & \text{no.} & \text{size} \\
\text{\(\frac{3}{4}\)"} & 1 & \text{\(\frac{5}{6}\)"} & 23 \\
\text{\(\frac{5}{8}\)"} & 4 & \text{\(\frac{3}{4}\)"} & 3 \\
\text{\(\frac{1}{2}\)"} & 1 & \text{\(\frac{5}{8}\)"} & 1 \\
\text{\(\frac{1}{2}\)"} & & \text{\(\frac{1}{2}\)"} & \text{(one w/ heel, makers mark - (EP))} \\
\end{array}
\]

stem frags. - 1
bowl frags. - 10
bowl frag. w/makers mark - 1

GLASS
- Wine bottle fragments - 33
- Pharmaceutical - 1
- Pane - 20
- Drinking glass - 11

NAILS
- Wrought - 15

METAL
- IRON, unknown - 1
- BRASS, buckle frag. - 1

BONE
- fragments - 4

MISC
- Translucent cryptocrystalline - 2
- Quartz - 1
- Quartzite - 1
- Bounded "worry" stone - 1
ST 263A (post mold, manner house) 6-11 October 77

NAILS
  wrought - 1 fragment

MISC
  burnt clay?
CERAMICS
North Devon sgraffito slipware - 1
North Devon gravel temper, rims - 2
North Devon gravel temper, body - 1
Storage jar - 2

GLASS
Wine bottle base - 1
Wine bottle frag. - 1

NAILS
Wrought - 9
CERAMICS
  English clay pipe stem 5/64" - 1
  "  bowl frag - 2
  Delft, plain/white - 1

NAILS
  Wrought - 4

BONE
  1 tooth fragment

MISC
  Brick chunk
CERAMICS
Delft, plain/white \[Gully pit #3 - Area II\]
North Devon sgraffito slipware - 1 \[Ditch #2 - Area II\]
Cordero - Indian ware - 3

English clay pipe bowl frags. - 2

GLASS
Wine/case bottle frags. - 2
Case bottle frags. - 3

NAILS
Wrought - 10

BONE
Tooth fragment - 1

MISC
Flint - 1
ST 263 F (post mold)

GLASS
  Case bottle frag. -1

NAUS
  Wrought - 1
ST 263 G (Original hole; }
MISS
bag iron bits burnt(?)
bag Rock
CERAMICS
English clay pipe stems,
- 5/64" - 1
- 7/64" - 0
- 7/64" - 1

GLASS
Wire bottle fragments - 2

NAILS
Wrought - 3

METAL
Brass, weight
5T 263 K (originally WLD) mannerhouse
MISCO
burnt clay? - 1

cut by 2631/5
ST 263 L (original hole, manner house)  11, 12 October 77

NAILS
Wrought - 1
st 263Y (Palisade post stain)

CERAMICS
   North Devon gravel temper - 1

NAILS
   Wrought - 3
CERAMICS
   Indian pottery (cord marked) - 2

NAILS
   Wrought - 1
CERAMICS
Rhenish, blue/grey stoneware - 1
Mottled brown stoneware - 5
Burslem brown stoneware - 2
Brown stoneware, shiny, bubbly brown glaze - 1
White salt glaze stoneware - 2
" base - 1
Deftware, blue & white - 1
" plain/white - 1 tiny frag
Slipware, dark slip - 1
" yellow - 2
" yellow trailed? - 1

North Devon gravel/temper ware - 1
Buckley coarse earthenware, slipped - 1

English clay pipe stems stems/bowls
5/8" - 1 0
3/4" - 19 8
5/4" - 13 1
4/4" - 1 1
8/64" - 1 6
Stems - 6
Bowl frags. - 6

GLASS
Wine bottle frags. - 44
" rims - 2
Drinking glass frags. - 13
" frags., burnt - 1
Pharmacutical frag. - 1
Pane glass frags. - 18
Modern clear - 2

NAILS
Wrought - 9

METAL
Blue Ribbon beer can - 1

BONE
Fragments - 3
Teeth frags. - 2

MISC
Leather - 1
Translucent cryptocrystalline - 6
Quartz - 4
Brick bits
ST 2642 (Palisade ditch fill)

Ceramics:

English Pipe bowl frags. - 2

Nail: 1
CERAMICS
Rhenish blue/gray stoneware - 4
Mottled brown stoneware, thin w/ white interiors - 1
Burslem brown stoneware - 1
Delftware, plain/white - 1
Slipware, yellow - 1
" yellow trailed - 1
" yellow combed - 1
" mark slip - 1
North Devon sgraffito slipware - 1
Buckley coarse earthenware - 4
handle frag. - 1
English clay pipe stems stems/bowls
5/64" 25 0
1/4" 5 0
7/64" 4 0
3/64" 1 0
stem frags - 1
bowl frags - 11
bowl frag. w/ makers mark - R - 1 see sketch

GLASS
Wine bottle frags. - 28
" kick frag - 1
Pharmaceutical - 1
Pane frags. - 6
Drinking glass frags. - 9
Modern Cola/beer bottle frags. - 4

NAILS
Wrought - 9

MISC
Chert - 3
Quartzite flake - 1
Quartzite point - 1 (see sketch)
Possible Indian ceramic - 1

BONE
Fragment - 1
ST 2652 (Palisade fill)

CERAMICS
   Indian Pottery - 1

MISC
   Proj. point - 1
      (black stone w/white dots)

   Possible Vernon point
      △ blade
      wide, pronounced shoulder, stem,
      straight base
CERAMICS
Rhenish blue/gray stoneware - 1
  w/ manganese purple - 2
Mottled brown stoneware - 2
  thin w/ white interiors - 2
Brown stoneware, shiny, bubbly brown glaze, Staffordshire? - 1
Burslem brown stoneware - 1
Nottingham brown stoneware - 1
Slipware, yellow - 1
  yellow, base - 1
North Devon sgraffito slipware - 2
Buckley coarse earthenware, slipped - 1
Coarse earthenware, orange body, gravel temper - 1

English clay pipe stems/stems/bowls
  9/16" - 1
  5/32" - 9
  6/32" - 1
  8/32" - 1
  Ø
stem frags. - 1
bowl frags. - 2

GLASS
Wine bottle frags. - 25
Pipe frags. - 10
Pharmaceutical? - 1
Drinking glass - 6
Modern glass

NAILS
Wrought - 4

METAL
BRASS harness ornament - 1 (see sketch)

MISC
Oyster shell - 2
Brick bits - 2
CERAMICS
Rhenish blue/gray stoneware - 8
" jug frag - 1
White salt glaze stoneware, slipped - 4
Mottled brown stoneware - 4
Brown stoneware, thin w/ brown/bubbly glaze, Bursten? - 1
Nottingham brown stoneware - 1
Delftware, plain/white - 4
" blue ground - 2
" blue & white - 1
" polychrome blue + red - 1
" unglazed - 2
Slipware, yellow - 1
" yellow combed - 3
" dark slip - 2
North Devon sgraffito slipware - 4
North Devon gravel temper ware - 7
Buckley coarse earthenware - 7
" slipped - 1

English clay pipe stems stems/bowls
5/64" 35 4
1/64" 19 2
5/64" 3 (one burnt) 0
3/64" 3 0
stem frags. - 11
bowl frags. - 6

Local clay pipe stem - 1 9/64"

GLASS
Wine bottle frags. - 78
" base frags. - 8
" rim frag. - 1
Case bottle frags. - 6
Pane glass frags. - 58
Drinking glass, folded foot - 1
" frags. - 24
NAILS
Wrought - 52

METAL
IRON, spike - 1
BRASS, leather ornament, button (hollow cast?) - 1
LEAD, shot - 1

BONE
fragments - 14
teeth, 495 - 42

MISC
crypto crystaline, translucent - 4
opaque - 2
rock, burnt crypto crystaline? - 2
bricks, bits - 2
oyster shell - 1/2 cup
ST 2678 (Wattle stain) Central division  
garden fence

15 August 17

CERAMICS
North Devon sgraffito slipware - 1
North Devon gravel temper ware - 2
Indian cord marked - 3
English clay pipe stem - 5/64" stem fragment - 1

GLASS
Wine bottle frags. - 2

NAILS
Wrought - 3

BONE
fragments

MISS
flint
ST.267B (Wattle Fence ditch) fill

CERAMICS
- DelCarrar, plain/white, tiny broken fragment - 1
- North Devon gravel temper - 1

English clay pipe stem 3/4" - 1
- Bowl fragment - 1

GLASS
- Fragment green bottle glass

NAILS
- Wrought - 3
GLASS
Wine bottle fragment - 1
CERAMICS

Rhenish blue/grey stoneware - 5
" w/ manganese purple - 1
White salt glaze stoneware, slipped - 8
Mottled brown stoneware - 2
" " plain w/ white interiors - 1
Nottingham brown stoneware - 3
Delftware plain/white - 4
" unglazed - 3
Slipware, yellow - 3
" yellow handle joint - 1
" yellow combed - 1
" " dark slip - 3
North Devon sgraffito slipware - 1
North Devon gravel temperware - 1
Buckley coarse earthenware - 1
" slipped - 2

English clay pipe stems - stems/bowls
4/64" 1 0
5/64" 31 1
6/64" 14 2
7/64" 5 (one w/makers mark - see sketch)
8/64" 2 5
stem frags. - 8
bowl frags. - 18
bowl frags w/ illegible/partial marks - 2
w/ makers mark - IA - 1

GLASS
Wine bottle frags - 61
Wine bottle base frags - 2
" rim frags - 2
Pane frags. - 44
Drinking glass, folded foot - 2
" frags. - 70
Clear, flat - 1
Clear, burnt - 1
NAILS
Wrought - 34

METAL
Brass - buckle frag
" - leather ornament
" - small ring
LEAD - folded over rectangle

BONE
Tooth frag. - 1

MISC
crypto crystalline flint - 5
" - opaque - 4
Quartzite - 1
Stone worked? - 1
point frag. - black

oyster shell - 3
CERAMICS
Rhenish blue/gray stoneware - 18
" white salt glaze stoneware, slipped - 3
Hotted brown stoneware - 9
" thin w/ white interior - 4
Burslem brown stoneware - 1
Delftware, plain/white - 5
" blue + white - 4
" polychrome: blue + green - 1
" unglazed - 3
Slipware, yellow - 1
" yellow combed - 4
" dark slip - 10
North Devon sgraffito slipware - 8
North Devon gravel temper ware, pan rim - 1
" fragments - 2
Buckley coarse earthenware, base - 1
" fragments - 4
" slipped - 3
HORGAN JONES
Coarse earthenware, orange/red body w/ dt. green glaze - 1
Coarse earthenware, orange body w/ red ochre dr. orange glaze - 1
Coarse earthenware, orange body - 4
Brown glazed - 2
English clay pipe stems, stems/bowls
\[\frac{\text{1}}{\text{5/6}}\] 1 0
\[\frac{5}{\text{6/4}}\] 50 3
\[\frac{6}{\text{7/4}}\] 21 1
\[\frac{7}{\text{8/4}}\] 8 3 (one w/ heel)
\[\frac{8}{\text{9/4}}\] 2 0
Stem frags. - 14
Bowl frags. - 32
Bowl frags w/ roulètting - 3
" " w/ partial / illegible marks - 2
Seal w/ partial / illegible marks - 1
w/ C - 1
Glas
Wine bottle frags. - 130
" base frags - 5 1st quarter 18th
" rim @ 1800 - 1st quarter - 1
Pane glass frags. - 76
Drinking glass, folded foot - 2
" frags. - 51
[Clear thick, hollow vessel (of dubious antiquity) - 2]
"amber" thin, hollow vessel - 1
Thomassina? - 4
Opaque white "Bristol" glass - 1

Nails
Wrought - 95

Metal
Brass, curtain ring
button frag. - 1

Bone
fragments - 4
tooth frag. - 1

Misc
1/2 black glass bead - 1
Crypto crystalline flakes, frags. - 6
" opaque - 4
quartzite (flake?) - 1
brick chunk and bits
oyster shell - 1/2 cup

X mends
Bottle bases
ST 269 A (Cellar?)

31 August 76 & 5 November 76

CERAMICS

Delftware, blue and white - 2
- white - 1
- blue and white glaze - 1
Slipware, brown - 1
North Devon gravel temper ware, pan rim - 1

English clay pipe stems

¾” - 1
½” - 2
Stem frag. - 1

GLASS

Wine bottle frags. - 6
- base frag. - 1
Pane glass - 3

NAILS

Wrought - 32

BONE

fragments - 3

MISC

Quartz flake - 1
Brick chunks
Oyster shell - 3
CERAMICS
Rhenish blue/gray stoneware, handled rim - 1
  base fragment - 1
  fragments - 3
White salt glaze stoneware, dipped rim - 1
  fragments - 4 (2 melted)
Mottled brown stoneware, base - 1
  fragments - 4
  thin w/ white interior - 1
Nottingham brown stoneware, handle frag - 1
Delftware, blue + white - 6
  polychrome, blue/green/red - 2
  plain/white - 5
  unglazed - 5
Slipware, yellow - 2 (1 rim)
  yellow trailed / dotted chamber pot - 2 (1 rim)
  yellow trailed base frag w/ handle joint - 1
  yellow trailed handle - 1
  yellow trailed - 1
  dark slip - 3
North Devon sgraffito slipware, shaving bowl rim - 2
  pan rim - 1
  fragments - 2
North Devon gravel temperware - 3 (small)
Buckley coarse earthenware - 3
  rim - 1
  brown - 1
Colonial Indian ware - 4
  foot - 1
Coarse earthenware, pinkish-orange body, brown glaze w/ rims + base - yellow - 4

English clay pipe stems stems/bowls
3/4" 18 2 (1 early)
7/8" 3 0
5/8" 3 1
1/2" 1 0

stems frags - 1
GLASS
Wine bottle frags. - 42
" bases - 14 1st quarter © 1715
" rim w shoulder - 2 1st quarter
" rim - 1st quarter
Case bottle frags. - 3
Pane glass - 70 fragments
Drinking glass tumbler rims - 3
? tumbler frags - 12
folded foot - 1
stemware bowl frag - 1
Knop? frag. - 1
fragments - 7
annulated knop stem frag ©1710-25 - 1

NAILS
Wrought - 145

METAL
IRON: tripod stand leg - 1
fragments - 13
hast loop - 1
BRASS: spur

BONE
fragments - 118
husk - 1
teeth - 21
jaw w/ teeth - 3
Small animal jaw - 1

MISC
crypto crystaline opaque - 1
petrified bone - 2
bricks
oyster shell " 14 qto
ST 269 B (cont)

X mends

Bottle bases
1 base frag x 269 C (1)
1 base frag x 269 C (1)
1 base frag x 269 C, 269 D

Bottle body frag
1 frag. x 269 C
CERAMICS

Trench blue/grey stoneware - 2
  base - 1  beige w/ incised lines - 1
  handle - 1
White salt glaze stoneware, base - 1
  frag - 1 (not slurred)
Mottled brown stoneware - 4
  thin w/ white interior - 1
Delftware, blue/white, ointment pot - 2
  plate - 3  (collar type)
  frags - 14  (5 vessels)
  bowl foot - 1
  blue ground - 1
  plain white - 1
  unglazed - 8
  polychrome blue/red - 1
  dark outlined - 1

Slipware, dark slip tankard - 2
  w/ human figure
North Devon sgrafitto slipware - 3 2
North Devon gravel temper ware - 4 2 (drum) - rim to base section
Buckley (coarse earthenware - 2  (q-pot)

ORGANS

Coarse earthenware, orange body, green glaze - 1
  L-shaped
Coarse earthenware, smooth orange body; brown glaze w/ yellow streaks - 1

English clay pipe stems, stem bowls
  4/6"  1
  5/64"  19 (1 w/ heel)  8  (2 whole bowls)
  6/64"  18  2
  7/64"  6 (1 w/ diamonds)  φ
  8/64"  2  φ
  stem frags - 3
  bowl frag - 10
  bowl frags w/ rouletting - 2
  d/makers mark - T - 1
GLASS

Wine bottle fragments - 64
- " bases 1/4 quarter - 8
- " rims - 1 1/4 quarter - 3
- " rim & neck shoulder - @ 1.700 - 2
- " rim - @ 16.40 - 1
- " neck frag. - 1

Large "wine" bottle frags. - 18

Case bottle frags. - 2

Pharmaceutical? Very thin blue/green - 3

Pane glass - 82

Drinking glass, folded foot - 3
- " knob - 1
- " fragments w/ "fluting" - 3
- " fragments - 2

Clear glass, foot - 1
- " rim (tumbler?) - 1
- " fragments - 9

NAKED

Wrought - 158

hasp loop

METAL

Wrought knife - 1

IRON
- " blade frag. (?!) - 1
- " knife frag. - 2
- " buckle - 1
- " square 3" x 2" x 1/4"
- " fragments - # 2

BRASS: See sketch
ST 269 C

Bone
- Fragments - 179
- Jaw w/ teeth - 11
- Teeth frags - 11

Misc
- Crypto crystalline trans w/ core - 1
- Opaque - 1
- Quartzite flake - 3
- Sharks tooth - 1
- Brick - 2” - 1
- 1.5” - 1
- Brick frags -
- Oyster shell - 22 qts

X mends
Bottle base frags:
1 base frag. × 269 C (1)
1 base frag × 269 C (1)
1 base frag × 269 B (1), 269 D (1)

Bottle body frag
1 frag. × 269 B (1)
ST 2690 (Cellar?)

23-26 November: 10 December 76

CERAMICS
Rhenish blue/gray stoneware jug rim - 1
Mottled brown stoneware - 2
Burslem brown stoneware handle - 1
Delftware, blue + white - 2
" " " collapsed plate 8 w/ light purple - 1
Slipware, dark slip rim - 1
North Devon Sgraffito Slipware - 1
North Devon Gravel tempered - 2
Coarse earthenware, orange body, red ochre, orangebrown glaze - 1

MORGAN JONES

English clay pipe stems stems/bowls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/16&quot;</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

bowl frags. - 9

GLASS
Wine bottle frags. - 10
" base frags. @ 1715-20 - 2
" base @ 1720 - 5
" neck rim + shoulder @ 1720 - 1
" rim frag. 1st quarter 18th - 1
Drinking glass, folded foot - 1
Pane glass - 7

NAILS
Wrought - 45

METAL
Iron: plate, stock, lock, fragments - 60 (lock frags.)
Brass: fragment - 1

BONE
fragments - 13
jaw w/ teeth - 1

MISC
quartzite flake - 2
pet. bone - 1
brick chunk - 1
ST 269 D (cont)

X mends

Bottle base frag

1 frag × ST 269 B (.) ; ST 269 D (.)
ST 269E  (Cellar?)

CERAMICS
- Rhenish blue-gray stoneware - 1
- Mottled brown stoneware (Bellarmine) - 1
- Delftware, blue & white - 1
  " polychrome, green & red (overglaze) - 1
  " plain white - 2
- North Devon sgraffito slipware - 1
- Buckley coarse earthenware, butter pot? rim - 1
- Coarse earthenware, orange body, brown glaze rim - 1

New England

English clay pipe stems stems/bowls
- 6/4" 4 1
- 5/4" 5 2
- 7/4" 4 1

stem frags. - 2
bowl frags. - 8
bowl frag w/rouletting - 1
bowl w/makers mark IA - 1  see sketch

GLASS
- Wine bottle frags. - 29
  " bases - 5 0/1715
  " necks 1 w/rim, 1 w/none - c.1715
- Drinking glass, tumbler base - 1
  " , tumbler rim - 2
  " , fragments - 2
- Pane glass - 10

NAILS
- Wrought - 39

METAL
- Iron: "agricultural tool? - 1
  " barrel strap? - 7

BONE
- fragments - 41 (1 burke)

MISC
- Quartzite flakes - 2
- Oyster shell - 3/4 cup
ST 269 F (Cellar?)

2 December 1946

CERAMICS
Delftware, blue & white - 1

English clay pipe stem 5/64" - 1

GLASS
Wine bottle frags. - 2
Pane frag. - 1

BONE
Fragments - 2
CERAMICS

Rhenish blue-gray stoneware - 9
  " handle frags (diff. vessels) - 2
  " w/ manganese purple - 1
White salt glaze stoneware, slipped - 1
  " slipped? - 1
Mottled brown stoneware - 2
  " thin w/ white interior - 2
  " white interior handle frag - 1
Burslem brown stoneware - 2
Nottingham brown stoneware - 1
Delftware, plain/white - 4
  " blue w/ white - 7
Slipware, yellow - 2
  " yellow comb - 4
  " dark slip - 4
North Devon sgraffito slipware, rim - 1
  " frag - 1
  " frags w/ no glaze - 3
North Devon gravel tempur ware - 8
Buckley coarse earthenware - 5 (one butter pot rim)
  " slipped - 2
  \{ coarse earthenware, red over fired body dt. greenish glaze rim - 1
  " frag - 2
  \{ coarse earthenware, pinnish orange body w/ red ochre, brown spot glaze - 2

Pearlware - 1

English clay pipe stems stems/bowls
  1/4" 2
  3/4" 45 7
  1/2" 28 3
  3/4" 12 6
  8/4" 5 2

stem frags - 13
bowl frags - 22
  " w/ heel - 1
  " w/ illegible mark - 1
  " w/ mark IA (see sketch
GLASS
Wine bottle frags. - 101
  " " base frag. @ 1400
Case bottle frags. - 6
Pane glass - 51
Drinking glass, folded foot 2
  " " knob - 1
  " " frags. - 28 29
Pitcher handle - 1
Pharmaceutical bottle frag. - 1

NAILS
Wrought - 80

METAL
IRON, fragments (unknown) - 2
  " Salamander frag?
BRASS, harness boss - 1
  " in strip
  (?) furniture ornament - 1
HEAD - Disc - large seal frag. 2

BONE
Fragments - 30
Teeth - 5

MISC
cryptocrystalline trans. - 4
cryptocrystalline opaque - 8
brick bits (black glazed) - 2
oyster shell - 1 wp
ST 250 A (really) Wattle fence ditch

5 November 76  PA A

CERAMICS
Mottled brown stoneware - 1
Delftware, plain white - 1
Coarse earthenware, orange body, green glaze interior, no glaze gray ext. - 1

English clay pipe stems
5/64" - 1
7/64" - 0
7/64" - 3
8/64" - 2
stem frags. - 1
bowl frags - 3
bowl frags w/ rouletting - 1

GLASS
Wine bottle frags. - 2

NAILS
Wrought - 10

METAL
Iron, unidentified -

BONE
Fragments - 76
Tooth - 5

MISC
Oyster shell - 1/2 cup
ST and PZ (cont)

X mends

WSG tanhard base (i) x ST 274 PZ (i)
CERAMICS
Rhenish blue/gray stoneware - 9
  w/manganese purple - 1
White salt glaze stoneware - 9
Mottled brown stoneware - 4
  W/white interior - 8
Burslem brown stoneware - 60
Nottingham brown stoneware - 3
Delftware, blue/white - 1
  plain/white - 5
  unglazed - 6
Slipware, yellow - 4
  yellow combed/trail ed? - 1
  dark slip - 19
  dark slip (ribbed) - 1
North Devon sgraffito slipware - 5
North Devon gravel temper ware - 17
Buckley coarse earthenware - 6
  W/slip - 1
(Organ Jones) Coarse earthenware, over-fired orange to gray body, green glaze - 1

English clay pipe stems stems/bowls
  1 1/4" - 1
  3/4" - 1
  1/2" - 2
  6/8" - 28
  7/8" - 5
  8/1" - 9
Stem frags. - 19
Bowl frags. - 48

GLASS
Wine bottle frags. - 152
  rims @ 1/4 quarter - 2
Case bottle frag. (possible) - 1
Pane glass frags. - 60
Pharmaceutical, thin green - 1
Drinking glass, folded foot - 4
  bowl base - 1

Clear glass, thick - 2
  "burnt" - 1
Amber, thin - 1
  hollow vessel
Opaque white, "Bristol" - 8
NAILS
   fragments, wrought  30

METAL
   IRON, lock part  1
   , spike
   BRADS, leather ornament  1
   , tacks
   " curtain ring frag  1
   , button
   COPPER ALLOY? silver color  frag. unknown  1
   LEAD, large shot
   " disk
   " twisted strip

BONE
   frags  30

MISC
   black glass bead
   crypto crystaline, trans  3
   "  , opaque  2
   QUARTZ  2
   rose quartz  1
   brick bit (black glaze)  1
   OYSTER SHELL  3
ST 2713 (post hole) for wide gate

CERAMICS

English clay pipe bowl fragment - 1

BONE

fragments
CERAMICS

Dutchish blue/grey stoneware - 9
  • Tankard rim - 1
  • Tankard base frag - 1
  • w/manganese purple - 1
White salt glaze stoneware, slipped frags - 8
  •, slipped rims - 2
  •, slipped handle - 1

Mottled brown stoneware - 4
  • Thin w/white interior - 3
  • Handle frags (diff. vessels) - 2
Nottingham brown stoneware - 5
Delftware, blue/white - 1 (rim)
  •, plain/white ointment pot base - 1
  •, plain/white frag - 2
  •, unglazed - 1
Slipware, yellow frag - 1
  • Yellow handle - 1
  • Yellow rim - 1
  • Yellow dotted rim - 1
  • Yellow trailed - 2
  • Dark slip - 3
  • Dark slip, ribbed - 1

North Devon slip/arsenical slipware - 5
North Devon gravel temper ware - 9
Buckley coarse earthenware - 6

JORGAN JONES (?) Coarse earthenware, orange body, green/brown glaze - 1

English clay pipe stems stems/bowls

\( \frac{1}{4} \)" 2 0
\( \frac{1}{2} \)" 50 4
\( \frac{3}{4} \)" 21 5
\( \frac{1}{4} \)" 5 2
\( \frac{1}{2} \)" 4 1

Stem frags - 9
Bowl frags - 29
  • w/partial/Illegible marks - 2
GLASS
Wine bottle frags - 95
   rim (1st quarter) - 2
Case bottle frags - 2
Drinking glass, folded feet - 2
   bowl base - 1
   frags - 24
Clear, scalloped edges burnt - 1
Clear, melted - 1
Pharmaceutical - 3
Pan glass - 62

NAILS
Wrought - 64

METAL
IRON, unknown - 1
BRASS, buckle - 1

BONE
Fragments - 6

MISC
crypto-crystalline, trans - 6
   opaque - 1
Shark tooth frag - 1
Oyster shells - \frac{1}{2} cup
CERAMICS
- Rhenish blue/gray stoneware - 10
- White salt glaze stoneware slipped rim - 3
- Motled brown stoneware - 4
- Delware blue/white - 4
- White, mottled brown, white, burn - 2
- Slipware, combed yellow, small cup - 8
- Combed yellow, small cup - 3
- Yellow trailed - 3
- Yellow - 5
- Dark slip - 3
- Burnished brown stoneware - 1
- North Devon sgraffito slipware - 4
- North Devon gravel temperware, rims - 5 (mend)
- Base (storage jar?) - 3 (mend)
- Frag - 22
- Buckley coarse earthenware, white slip - 2
- Buckley coarse earthenware, black - 1
- Coarse earthenware, thin, orange body, green glazed - 1
- Coarse earthenware, orange body, overfired dark glazed - 5

MORGAN JONES?

English clay pipe stems:
- 5/8" - 33
- 1/4" - 19
- 3/8" - 9

Stem frags. - 7
Bowl frags. - 32
Bowl frags w/ rouletting - 5

Local pipe stem frag - 1

GLASS
- Wine bottle frags. - 66
- Rim frags. - 1
- Lead glass handle - 1
- Stem frag - 1
- Glass handle - 1
- Wrought - 194

NAILS
- Iron: hoe blade - 1
- Chisel - 1
- Hook - 1
- Washer - 1

PEWTER: unknown

427
STONE
fragments - 106
fragments, burnt - 8
teeth - 15

MISC
projectile points - 2 (see sketch)
flint, gray - 3
flint/serpentine - 5
flint nodule - 1
quartz - 6
Quartzite - 2
Brick bit
Oyster shell - 100+
Shale, worked? - 1
Shark's teeth, frags. - 2

dice - 1

X-mends
Slipware, yellow combed cup X-mend 3T 274, 275, 276
51 273 A  (unexcavated trash pit)  24 August 76

CERAMICS

- Mattled brown stoneware, Bellarmine rim - 1
- Coarse earthenware, orange body, gr. qace - 3
CERAMICS

Slipware, yellow combed cup base - 1
" " frags - 3
North Devon sgraffito slipware - 1
North Devon gravel temper ware - 3

English clay pipe stem w/ bowl "1/8" - 1

GLASS
Case bottle frag - 1

NAILS
Wrought - 17

METAL
Iron, ring
knife w/ bone handle
unidentified - 1

BONE
fragments of long bone and perhaps skull?
teeth

MISC
brick bit
oyster shell - 1 pm

CERAMICS
Rhenish brown stoneware - 1
Delftware, plain white plate? - 3
  blue/white w/ thin Ct. purple outline (Portuguese?) - 1
Slipware, yellow combed cup base - 1
  yellow combed cup base - 1
  frag. - 1
North Devon sgraffito slipware, chamber pot rim - 1
  ? handle - 1
  pan rims - 2
  pan rim - 1
  fragments - 2
North Devon gravel temper ware, pan rim (3 frags) mend - 1
  pan base - 3
  fragments - 3
MorganJones, orange body w/ orange glaze, storage jar or pan frag - 1
  orange body w/ greenish orange glaze, bowl frag - 1
Coarse earthenware, orange body w/ gray core, green glaze interior, no
  glaze, blackened exterior - 13 frags. (2 vessels)

English clay pipe stems
  (2) ø4/16
(2) ø4/8
(2) ø1/4
  2 (complete w/ heel)
  7
  2

Local pipe bowl frag. - 1

GLASS
Wine bottle base @ 1680 - 2
  fragments - 3
  Case bottle frags. - 9

NAILS
Wrought - 48
METAL
- Iron, sword hilt - 1
- Pistol lock - 1
- Stirrup (rectangular platform)
- Hoe (collar and blade complete)
- Hoe blade
- Axe
- Knife - 4
- Bit frag?
- Unidentified - 9

BONE
- Skull w/ antler
- Skull unidentified
- Long bones, vertebrae
- Teeth & mandible fragments

MISC
- Bone cutlery handle
- Rounded stones - 2
- Sharks' tooth - 1
- Oyster shell - 1

ER notes 23 oyster shells
ST 273 C (silt layer) 11-12 April 74, AH

CERAMICS
Brown stoneware, Rhenish - 1
English clay pipe stem/w bowl 7/16" - 1
bowl frag. - 1

NAILS
Wrought - 3

METAL
Pewter, spoon - 1

BONE
long bone + misc fragments
CERAMICS

English clay pipe stems 3/4" - 1

Local pipe stem (1/4"") - 1

bowl fragment - 1

NAILS

Wrought - 3

BONE

fragments

MISC

flint

Quartz chunk
ST 273 Z (Pulsade: Bastion fill) SE

CERAMICS
- English clay pipe stem 7/8" - 1
- " " bowl fragments - 2
- Local pipe bowl fragment - 1

NAILS
- Wrought - 2 frags (1)

METAL
- Iron, unidentified

BONE
- Fragments

MISC
- Flint - 3
- Oyster shell - 3 shells
CERAMICS
Rhenish blue/grey stoneware - 14
Thick base frag. - 1
White salt glaze stoneware, slipped - 2 (1a base (saucer)), foot - 1
Mottled brown stoneware - 15
Thin w) white interior - 2
Handle - 1
Nottingham brown stoneware, handle frag. - 1
Fragments - 45
Burslem brown stoneware - 14
Delftware, blue/white - 2
White - 1
Unglazed - 5
Slip ware, yellow - 3
Yellow combed. & (some) yellow dotted - 1
Clark slip. - 45
North Devon encaustic slip ware - 2 (1 possible unglazed 3rd)
North Devon gravel tempered ware, storage jar rim, - 3
Fragments - 3
Coarse earthenware, over-fired / burnt (?), orange body w/grey ext.
At green/brown glaze
Buckley coarse earthenware - 2
MORGAN JONES, coarse earthenware, orange body / glaze - 1

English clay pipe stems / bowls
¾" 4 5
½" 3 3
¼" 14 (stem) 4
½" 8 3
3 stem frags. - 8
Bowl frags. - 29
Local pipe stem frag. - 1

GLASS
Wine bottle frags. - 86
Kick frags. - 2
Pipe frags. - 28
Pharmaceutical; blue/green - 3
? amber - 1
Drinking glass - folded foot - 5
" Julesian" stem frag. - 1
Baluster frag. - 1
Baluster/knob frag. - 1
Frag. ripple design - 1
Trash - 19
NAILS
wrought - 16

METAL
IRON - spike - 1
IRON - scissors frag - 1
" unknown frags - 2
IRON - hoe blade - 1

BONE
fragments
fragments, burnt
? tooth bone - 1
teeth - 27
tooth/jaw bone - 1

MISC
black glass button - 1
Ant. gray - 4
flint/chert - 6
chert? - 2
quartz - 1
dsharks tooth frag - 1
charcoal
brick bits
oyster shell (3 bags) 11 qts

X mends
Jipware, yellow combed cup x ST 273, 275, 276
WSQ tankard base (1) x ST 270 PE
ST 2748 (layer in trash pit)  9-9 November '76

CERAMICS
Mottled brown stoneware - 1
Delftware, dark outlined blue - 1
Slipware, yellow combed cup - 1 (Xmend 274,74,74,75,75,76)
North Devon gravel temp redware - 3 (1 arim)

English clay pipe stems 5/64" - 1
6/64" - 2
7/64" - 2
8/64" - 2
bowl frag. w/ rouetting - 1

NAILS
Wrought - 21

METAL
IRON - unident. frags.
BRASS - pin - 1

MISC
sharks tooth
daub
oyster shell - 10 quarts

BONE
fragments - 103
femur - 11
jaw w/ teeth - 1
S1 274 B (wash layer at bottom of pit)  4 November 76

Bone
Fragnents - 1
Teeth - 3
ST 274 C (Waffle stain in fence ditch)  2 November 76

CERAMICS
Coarse earthenware, orange body no glaze rim - 1
no glaze exterior, drk green int. - 1

English clay pipe stems
6/64" - 1
7/64" - 1
8/64" - 1
stem frags. - 1
bowl frags. - 6

GLASS
Wine bottle frags - 4

NAILS
Wrought - 13

METAL
IRON, unidentified frag. - 1

BONE
frags - 11
Teeth - 2

MISC
Oyster shell - 1 pint
5T 274 D  (Waste fence ditch fill)

GLASS
Wine bottle frag. - 1
CERAMICS

English clay pipe stems 8 stems + bowls

\( \frac{3}{8}'' : 1 \)

\( \frac{1}{4}'' : 1 \)

Bowl frags - 2

NAILS

Wrought - 5

BONE

Fragments - 11

Teeth - 2

MISC

Oyster shell - 1 cup
ST 294 E (1st layer shallow pit)  5, 9, 11 November '76

CERAMICS
  Delftware, blue & white - 1
  Slipware, yellow combed - 1  (X-ions 29478, A.F. 293, 295, 296)
  N. Devon spigot to - 1

  English clay pipe stems:  stems w/bowls
    3/8"  3  ø  3
    5/16"  1  ø  1
    3/16"  1  ø  1

  bowl frag w/ rouletting - 1
  bowl fragment - 1

GLASS
  Wine bottle frag. - 1
  Pane frag. - 1

NAILS
  Wrought 14

METAL
  Iron, hoe collar - 1
  Brass, curtain ring

BONE
  Fragments - 86
  Teeth frags. - 17

MISC
  Oyster shell - 2 quarts
ST 274 F (2nd layer)  

10, 22 November 76  

CERAMICS  
- Slipware, yellow combed cup - 1 (X mend 274 73, A, E, 293, 275, 276)  
- English clay pipe stems 8/6" - 1  

GLASS  
- Wine bottle frag. - 1 (heavy patria)  

NAILS  
- Wrought - 1  

BONE  
- Fragments - 1  

MISC  
- Bone, double edge comb  
- Oyster shell - 2 cups
CERAMICS
English clay pipe stem 1
stem/bowl 1 (w/ heel)

NAILS
Wrought 1

BONE
Frag. 4

MISC
Oyster shell 2

ST 97 n 6 (3rd layer)  10 November 76
CERAMICS

Rhenish blue-gray stoneware - 10
  w/ manganese purple - 2
  thick base frag - 1
White salt glaze stoneware, dipped rim - 1
  slipped - 3
  poss. non-slipped - 1
Moist brown stoneware - 2
  thin w/ white interiors - 3
  thin w/ tan interior (Staffordshire?) - 2
Burgundy brown stoneware - 4
Dickware, blue/white - 4
  white - 3
  unglazed - 2
Slipware, yellow - 2
  yellow base - 1
  yellow combed - 6
  dark slip - 5
North Devon spray to slipware - 1 and a possible 2nd body shard.
North Devon gravel tempered ware, base - 1
  (storage jar?) - rim - 1
  frags - 2

Buckley coarse earthenware, rim - 1
  frags - 2
Coarse earthenware, overfired/burnt; orange/gray body, dark green - Brown glaze - 6

MORRIS JONES
Coarse earthenware, orange buff veined body, brown glaze - 6
Coarse earthenware, buff body brown glaze

English clay pipe stems, stems/bowls

4 1/4" 1
2 1/2" 1
6 1/4" 28
7 1/4" 2
6 1/4" 5
2 1/2" see sketch

stem fragments - 4 5
bowl fragments - 26
bowl frag w/ roulette - 1
bowl frags w/ makers marks RT (RT) - 1 see sketch

Va pipe stem - 7 5/64" - 1

GLASS

Wine bottle frags - 92
Pane glass frags - 83

Amber - 1
Drinking glass, folded foot 2, stem - 1
frags - 20
ST 275 P2 (cont)

NAILS
  wrought - 119

METAL
  LEAD, large flattened round - 1
  IRON, UNCIV. WASH. THIN - 4

BONE
  fragments - 18
  fragments - 2
  teeth - 3

MISC
  black glass bead - 1
  flint, gray - 2
  - honey - 1
  gun flint - 1
  projectile point (see sketch) - 1
  shark tooth frag. - 1
  brick bits
  oyster shell - 1

X spots

Slipware, yellow combed cup Xmends ST 273, 274, 276
CERAMICS

Rhenish blue/grey stoneware - 8
medallion frag. - 1
White salt glaze stoneware - 2
burnt - 1
Mottled brown stoneware - 4
thin w/ white interiors
Nottingham/Burslem stoneware - 1
Burslem brown stoneware - 1
Delftware, bowl base - 1
plain - 1
Slipware, yellow, handles - 25
yellow combed - 3
dark base - 1
North Devon slipware, gravel tempered ware - 4 (2 max)
Buckley coarse earthenware -
Buckley coarse earthenware, slipped - light brown
Coarse earthenware, storage jug, orange glaze
Coarse earthenware, orange body, gray exterior, green glaze - 1
over fired Morgan Jones -

Morgan Jones

English clay pipe stems stems/bowls

Glasses
Wine bottle frags. - 51
Case bottle frags - 3
Pane frags - 14
Pharmaceutical - 1
Drinking glass, folded foot - 1
stem frags - 1
frags - 2
frags - 6
Lead glass - handle frag - 1
Modern -

Nails
Wrought - 62

Metal
axe - 1
bird leg - 1

Bone
Frag - 47
Teeth - 34

Misc
flint, gray - 4
flint, white - 1
Shark tooth - frag - 1
projectile point - 1
Oyster shells -

27.23mm
40.5mm
lose Calvera point
stemmed, squad'd blade,
weak amid...
St 276? (cont)

x mend

Slipware, yellow combed cup x mend  St 273, 274, 275
ST.276A  (Wattle Stain)

Glass
Wine bottle frgs. - 2

Nails
Wrought - 20

Iron
Iron frgs., unidentified - 2 (thin)

Misc.
Oyster shell - 4
CERAMICS
Rhenish blue/gray stoneware - 3
White salt glaze stoneware, tankard slip/dipped - 9 (6 men)
Mottled brown stoneware - 2
thin w/ white interiors - 5
thin w/ white interior, only slight mottling - 3
handles - 2
Delftware, polychrome w/ makers mark - 9 + blue/white (mend)
blue & white - 6
blue & white bowl foot? - 2
handle - 2 (mend)
polychrome; blue/green - 1
Slipware, dark slip - 1
North Devon gravel tempered ware - 1
Buckley coarse earthenware, storage jar base - 1 (butter pot)
storage jar rim - 1
fragments - 5

English clay pipe stems/bowls
1/4" - 1
5/16" - 8
1/4" & 3/8" - 5
6/16" - 1

Stems/bowls, fragments - 2

GLASS
Wine bottle fragments - 85
rim/neck @ 1st quarter 18th C. - 1
rims (2) @ 1st quarter 18th C.
base fragments (3 same bottle) @ 1720
base fragment @ 1720 - 1

Case bottle base fragment - 1
Jade glass fragments - 7
Drinking glass fragments - 4
Modern Clear (white exterior) - 9

NAILS
wrought - 95

METAL
iron, unknowns - 4

BONE
fragments - 15

MISC
Flint - 2
quartz - 3
quartzite - 2

brick
oyster shell - 1 cup
279 PZ X mends

White salt glaze stoneware dipped rim x 279A
ST 277A  X mends

White salt glaze dipped rim (1)  X ST 277 PZ (1)
CERAMICS

Rhenish blue/gray stoneware - 1
White salt glaze stoneware; dipped rim - 1
charcoal
Mottled brown stoneware; brown top white bottom tankard
Stbuahire, plain white - 1
Mottled brown stoneware; thin w/ white interior - 1
Delaware, plain white - 5
unplated - 5

Glaze bits: white, blue, red
Colono-Indian ware - 1

English clay pipe stems, stems/bowls
5/8" - 5
5 - 1
5 (w/makers mark 1.P)

GLEN

Wine bottle frags - 14
"rims - 2 @ 1700

Pane glass - 3

NAIYL

Wrought - 19

MELT

IRON
Sickle - 1
frags unidentified (sheet) - 13

STONE

Fragments - 37

MISC

Charcoal sample
Oyster shell - 2
Rock (cobble? burnt? (EB says)
Brick chunks (3#)
ST 2778 (small shallow pit) 29 September 1978

Bone fragments - 5
ST 277C (small shallow pit)  29 September 76

CERAMICS
  Delftware, blue-white - 1
  "", plain/white - 1
  North Devon gravel temper ware - 2
  English clay pipe stems  stems/bowls
    \text{5/16"} 10 3 \text{(one entire bowl)}
    \text{6/16"} 2 0
  stem frags. - 2
  bowl frags. - 5
  bowl frag. w/ partial illegible cartouche - 1

GLASS
  Wine bottle frags. - 4
  Wine bottle base - 1 @ 1920
  Case bottle frag. - 1
  Pane glass - 9

NAILS
  Wrought - 16

METAL
  Iron, bit frag. - 1
  Lead, shot - 2

BONE
  fragments, burnt - 2
  fragments, fragile - 1 bone?

MISC
  Quartzite flake - 1
  0 brick chunks
St 277 D (7/19/77: Ditch Wrench Cle; 7/18/77, "Stain", PT)

GLASS
  Wine bottle fragments

NAILS
  Wrought - 1

MASON
  Brick? - 1 chunk
ST 277E (Wattle fence ditch)

18 July 77

CERAMICS
Shipware, red body; Northern Holland (formerly called Wafried) rim - 1

GLASS
Wine bottle base fragment - 1
CERAMICS
Rhenish blue/gray stoneware - 2
White salt glaze stoneware, dipped rim - 2
Nottingham brown stoneware - 2
Delftware, blue and white - 4
" white - 2
Jlipware, Clark slip - 1
North Devon gravel tempered ware - 1

English clay pipe stems/stems/bowls
$\frac{5}{64}$" - 5
$\frac{6}{64}$" - 3
$\frac{7}{64}$" - 1
bowl frags - 2

GLASS
Wine bottle frags - 17
Base frag (1910) - 1
Drinking glass frag - 1
Pane frag - 1
Modern liquor - 8

NAILS
Wrought - 21

BONE
Fragments - 4

MISC
Quartz - 1
Burnt rock - 1
Oyster shell - 4
ST 278 X mend

White salt glaze stoneware tankard (L) x ST 280 A
CERAMICS
- Rhenish blue/grey stoneware - 1
- Nottingham Brown stoneware - 1
- English clay pipe stems 5/64" - 2
- 5/64" bowl frag. - 1 (w/rouletting)

GLASS
- Wine bottle frogs - 16
- Pane glass frag. - 1
- Drinking glass frag. - 1
- Modern liquor bottle frags - 2

NAILS
- Wrought - 6
- Wire - 2

METAL
- Horse bit: iron w/ brass boss in place - 1

MISC
- Quartz - 1
CERAMICS
Rhenish blue-gray stoneware - 1
White salt glaze stoneware, clipped rim - 2 (mend)
Tankard frag - 1
Nottingham brown stoneware - 1
Delftware, blue and white - 3
\hline
9/4 - 2
\hline
Polychrome: green/red/blue - 1
Un glazed - 2
\hline
+ bits of body and glaze
Buckley coarse earthenware, rim - 1
Frags - 2
North Devon gravel tempered ware - 1
Slipware, dark slip - 1
English clay pipe stems - 1
Stems/bowls - 0

GLASS
Wine bottle frags - 1/6
\hline
Bases 1720 - 3
Neck/shoulder 1720 - 1
Neck/rim 1700 - 1
Neck/rim 1st quarter 18th C - 1
Case bottle frag - 1
Pan/glass frags - 7
Drinking glass stem/glass frag - 1
Modern glass, liquor - 7

NAILS
Wrought - 26

METAL
Iron - bit frag - 1

BONE
Fragments - 6
Teeth - 6

MISC
Brick -
Quartz -
Flint - 1
Oyster shell - 1
Shal/Shell -
51 290 PZ  X mends

Belft, polychrome  X Paul Hudson  # 5898
CERAMICS

Rhenish blue/gray stoneware tankard rim + handle - 1
fragments - 3
same vessel base frag - 1
tankard base - 1
jug base - 1
jug frag/albion - 1
rim frag - 1
base frag - 2
fragments - 12

White salt glaze stoneware, clipped rims, tankard - 2
clipped handle - 1
tankard base - 3 (mend)
handle - 1
fragments - 5

Mottled brown stoneware, Rhenish Bellarmine - face to rim - 1
fragments - 3

Nottingham brown stoneware, handle - 1
handle joint - 1

Delftware, plain white bowl base - 1
plain white cup foot - 2
handles - 2 (diff. vessels: sec sketch)
blue + white rims - 2 (mend)
tankard base - 1
men 280 E
fragments - 14
blue ground, porringer handle - 3 (mend)
fragments - 2 (mend)
unglazed - 13
glaze bits

Slipware, yellow - 1
yellow combed - 2
yellow combed/trailed - 2
dark slip, tankard rim - 3 (mend)
handle - 1
handle joint - 1
fragments - 1/4 pan base - 1

North Devon gravel temper ware, storage jar - 6 (mend)
pan rims - 6 (3 mend)
fragments - 5

Buckley coarse earthenware - 5
Coarse earthenware, orange, bulb body; red ochre, orange?

Coarse earthenware, orange, bulb body, brown glaze - now

English clay pipe stems
3/4" - 4 1/2

Stems/bowls
6/4" - 2
6/4" - 1
7/64" - 2
1/4" - 7 (incl. heel + makers mark - 1B)

Salt
GLASS

Wine bottle frags. - 8
   " frags. - 11
Same bottle base - 15 (mend)
   " shoulder - 3 (mend)
   " neck/rim - 9 @ 1400 -
   " rims - 2
   " shoulder/neck/rim - 1

Pharmaceutical - 2

? Drinking glass frag. - 15
Clear hollow vessel frag. - 1
Clear handle - 1

NAILS

Wrought - 145

METAL

IRON: fragments - 8

BRASS: wire

   " pin
   " harness buckle
   " harness boss

BONE

fragments - 100

" teeth - 31

jaw w/1 teeth - 4

MISC

quartzite worked point - 1
large rounded rock - worked - 1
rounded rock - artifact(s) - 1
mortar
bricks chunks
oyster shell - 1 2 1/2
Bottle base A (many frags) x 280 B, 280C, 280D (rim), 280E, 280F
Mottled brown stoneware body frag x 280E
White salt glaze stoneware tankard frag (1) x 278 Pe (1)
" " " " " base (2) x ST 280 B (1)
" " " " " handle (1) x ST 280 B (1)
Rhenish bluegray stoneware tankard base (1) x ST 280C (1)
CERAMICS
Fenish blue/grey stoneware rim - 1
White salt-glaze stoneware slipped handle - 1
" slipped rim - 1
" slipped fragment - 1
Mottled brown stoneware, thin w/ white interior - 1
Delftware, blue ground porringer handle - 1
" plain/white - 2
North Devon gravel temper ware, pan rim - 1

English clay pipe stems stems/bowls
1/4" 7 2 (1 w/ heel)
1/4" 5 9
bowl frags. - 4

GLASS
Wine bottle frags. - 11
Pine glass frags. - 4
Drinking glass frags. - 2

NAILS
Wrought - 30

METAL
IRON: knife w/ nail rusted to handle

BONE
Fragments - 27

MISC
Brick chunks = bits
Oyster shell - 3/4 a.p
ST 280 B  X mends

White salt glaze stoneware tankard handle (1) X ST 280 A (1)
Tankard (1) X ST 280 A (2) base

Bottle frags X ST 280 A, B, C, D (wet), E, F
CERAMICS
  Rhenish blue/gray stoneware - 1
  Mottled brown stoneware - 1
  Delftware, cup base, white w/ blue star x - 1 (tea bowl)
  "  cup base frag, same motif? - 1
  "  blue/white fragment - 1

  English clay pipe stems, 3/4" - 4

GLASS
  Wine bottle frags - 4
  "  base frag. - 1 1700
  Drinking glass frag. - 1

NAILO
  Wrought - 3

BONE
  Animal - 2

MISC
  Oyster shell - 5
ST 280 C  X mend

Rhenish blue/gray stoneware tankard (1) x ST 280 A base (1)

Bottle frags  x ST 280 A, B, D, E, F
ST 280D (wash layer)  7 October '76

CERAMICS
  Delaware plain/white - 1
  English clay pipe stem 5/8" - 1
  pipe bowl frag. - 1

GLASS
  Wine bottle base (c.1660?) - 1
  neck + rim (c.1700) - 1

NAILS
  Wrought - 8

BONE
  1 scale

MISC
  rounded (burnt?) stone - 1
  brick
  oyster shell - 1/4 cup
ST 280 D X mends

Bottle for rim X ST 280 A, B, C, E, F
CERAMICS

White salt glaze stoneware, slipped rim - 1
,, slipped frag. - 1

Holland brown stoneware, Bellarmine frag. - 1
,, thin w/ white interior - 2

Delkware, blue + white, large bowl - 3 (mend)
,, blue + white frags - 5 (burnt)
,, polychrome, red + blue - 1
,, plain + white - 2
,, unglazed - 1
,, glaze bits

Slipware, yellow - 1
,, dark slip, handle - 1
,, fragments - 2

North Devon gravel temper ware - 2
Buckley coarse earthenware - 2

English clay pipe stems
5/64" - 11  4
7/64" - 4  15
bowl frags - 5

GLASS

Wine bottle frags. - 5

NAILED

Wrought - 33

BONE

Fragments - 4

MISC

Quartzite frag. - 1
Oyster shell - 2 1/2 oz.
ST 280 E x mends

Bottle frags x ST 280A, B, C, D, E

Mottled brown stoneware frag (1) x ST 280A
ST 280F (lense)

CERAMICS
Fenish blue/gray stoneware - 2
Mohtled brown stoneware, thin w/white interior - 2
Doresis brown stoneware, incised - 1
Delftware, blue & white x mend to 280A - 2
" blue & white - 1
lipware, yellow combed, storage jar, base + frags - 2
" yellow combed - 2
Buckley coarse earthenware - 1
Buckley like - 2
English clay pipe stems stems/bowls
5/8" 5 1
5/6" 2 8
bowl frags - 3
bowl frags w/ illegible/partial cartouche - 1

GLASS
Wine bottle frags - 13 (4 mend; 1 x mend to 280A)
" base frags - 2 0 1900
" neck/shoulder frag. - 1
Pane glass - 1

NAILS
Wrought - 14

METAL
Iron, spike - 1
" gun barrel? - 1
" buckle? - 1

BONE
Fragments - 12
Tooth frag. - 1

MISC
Quartzite: flake - 1
Brick chunks
Oyster shell - 2 1/2 cups
Bottle frags x 5 at 280 A, B, C, D, E,
ST 280 G (pocket of brick & dk. brown loam)

CERAMICS
   English clay pipe stem 5/64" - 1

NAILS
   Wrought - 1

BONE
   Fragments - 7

MISC
   Brick chunk - 1
   Oyster shell - 1
   Worked quartzite (?)
ST 2804  (Layer in trash pit)

CERAMICS
White salt glaze, slipped, burnt - 3
Delftware, polychrome, blue, green-red - 1

English clay pipe stems
  5/64" - 3
  3/64" - 1

GLASS
Wine bottle bases - 2  (@ 1700; @ 1715)
Wine bottle shoulder-rim - 1  @ 1765
Clear - heat melted and cracked - 1

NAILS
Wrought - 9

BONE
Fragments - 9

MISC
Brick chunks
  rounded rock
Oyster shell - 3